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NEW RULES OF MONEY STEP

2What are the new rules of money?

1.

2.

3.

Bring to mind your situation right now - what is it 
that you want? Write it down without judgement.

Write yours:

4.

5.

6.
7.

What do you need to do to shift your mindset so 
you can operate within these new rules?

GIVE YOURSELF PERMISSION

Once you have your list, tell yourself it’s ok to have 
those things. Use a statement like this:

I want _______________ and that’s ok. I now give 
myself permission to do/have/be it. I am good 
enough to totally deserve _________________.
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Take a deep breath and tell yourself it’s ok to feel 
this way. When you learn to feel into the 
discomfort, you’ll be more willing to make the 
changes necessary to improve your financial 
situation.

Either visualise or say out loud, “I forgive you and 
choose to let these negative emotions go” and 
physically feel yourself letting go of them.

DE-PERSONALISE MONEY
Find a quiet place and write down your thoughts. 
Write what you specifically believe to be true 
about money.
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4
FORGIVE YOURSELF & OTHERS

Think of people or situations where you still feel 
anger or resentment towards in relation to money.

Pick one that stands out the most. Find a quiet 
place, sit down and visualise the person or the 
situation. Allow any emotions to come up.

CONT.

Describe your experience:

Make a list of others that need your forgiveness:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

This week schedule some time to forgive them all.
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6 Action steps to take this week:

Start a gratitude journal 

When you meditate focus on something you 
are grateful for. 

Every time you receive or give something 
away (like paying bills), say to yourself “thank 
you, there is more where that came from.” 

Imagine or brainstorm all the ways you enjoy 
receiving and/or spending money. 

Record your insights/observations after focusing 
on gratitude:

DE-CLUTTER
Start de-cluttering a room or things you rarely 
use. Sort them by items to donate, toss in the 
trash and sell. If you’re selling items, give yourself 
a timeline. If you don’t sell them by the date you 
set, donate them.

If you have a lot of things to de-clutter, start slow. 
Tackle one room or category at a time. 

Describe how it feels physically:

Describe how it feels mentally:

Describe how it feels emotionally:

ATTITUDE OF GRATITUDE
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8If you knew you couldn’t fail, what possibilities 
would you allow yourself to do?

IDENTIFYING LIMITING BELIEFS
Bring to mind your financial results in an area of 
your life; look at the challenges you are 
experiencing in that area. Write them down:

ATTITUDE OF ABUNDANCE

If you can do this without judgement, find a past 
money mistake or situation you found yourself in 
where you didn’t handle your money well. How 
could you reframe this situation?

Talk about creating what you want. Train your 
mind to solve problems. What did you come up 
with?

Now ask yourself the question, “What must I 
believe to get these results and to have these 
experiences?”

Bring to mind your desire to make more money. 
What feeling does that bring up in you?
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Explore those feelings in detail:

What are the thoughts and beliefs that lie behind 
them?

CONT.

Make a list of these statements about how life is, 
how people behave with money, why the world is 
the way it is; the statements you tend to make 
about yourself, others and the world in relationship 
to money and your relationship with it:

CONT.

Write down the new beliefs you will replace these 
limiting ones with.
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